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Genre: Electronic / Rock / Pop
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Country: US
Released: 2003
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Rating: 4.5
Votes: 498
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Tracklist Hide Credits

1 Tekka 3:08
2 Dsco 3:11
3 Velocity 8:34
4 Fruitcake And Cookies 7:58

5 Sept
Tabla – Aaron Porter 8:26

6 Pro : Lov : Ad 5:46
7 Design : 1 3:32
8 International 10:22
9 Dedicated 5:50
10 Chocolate Matter 4:03

11 To All The Dancers Of The World, A Round Form Of Fantasy
Voice – Sue Mee 6:18

12 Design : 2 : 3 6:17
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Mastered By – Kevin Bartley
Mixed By, Producer, Written-By – Sweet Trip
Performer [Instruments, Programming], Voice – Roby*
Voice – Valerie Reyes*
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none Sweet Trip Velocity : Design : Comfort
(12xFile, MP3, Album, RE, 320) Darla Records none US 2014

Comments about Velocity : Design : Comfort - Sweet Trip
lucky kitten
Nothing needs to be said about this other than it's an absolute monterousity from another world
engulfing you in surreal atmosphere taking you on a ride through an ethereal playground, colours
sparkling all over you with a serene blue sky to make everything seem bright and hopeful - playful.
Litterally placing you on a cloud riding through an electronically mastered and paradoxically
natural, lush and vibrant environment. High-tech robotic precision meets the simple act of breathing
and feeling. You feel at home, welcomed eventhough this is all brand new to you - you don't
recognize this from anywhere else. Someone once said: "Art is when you recognize something you
haven't experienced before". This is exactly that.
Munigrinn
GAHHH! Where the hell can i buy this!!! This album rocks!Update: After obtaining this on CD I my
expectations were surpassed 10 fold. It really is something that you can't explain; you can only feel
it.
Walianirv
I agree this is a gem. Loved sweet trip. Disappointed Darla didn't issue a vinyl version.
Jonide
Same! When I first got my record player the first band I thought of that I needed to have on the
format is this band, yet here we are.
Nuliax
This is a dreamy electronic thrill ride that so happens to feel like music I've only before imagined. At
first, it's just incredibly textured glitch with magnificent rhythm, and then it just gets more complex
from there. Elements of shoegaze flow in and out the entire album from the second song on, and
step in at just the right times to put more oomph into the melodies while the electronics control
everything else. Some of the sounds are so tight and well-placed, it just sometimes feels sparkly all
on the ears even if you're not listening. Overall, extremely original and well-adjoined hybrid of
simply great music. So many of the songs just grab on and won't let go; at this time of writing I've
only listened to it once (but how carefully I've listened!). Lastly, it's 1.2 hours long, and with enough
variety to support itself. For now, this is a dream-glitch masterpiece in my mind, an essential
electronic gem in my opinion.
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